
Earnings of Disabled- Worker Beneficiaries 

Informatjon from the i-percent Qontinuous Work 
History #ample describes Some @ the major char- 
acteristics of employed disabled:~~rker beneficiar- 
ies. The earner represents a small minority within 
the beneficiary populataon as a whole. Younger bene- 
ficiaries, men, blacks, the moat recently entitled, and 
those with the highest predisabilit2/ earning8 are 
most likely to continue working. The dominant 
paltern of employment appear8 to be par&time, in- 
termittent work reauliing in a low earnings level 
Nznety percent of Ihe beneficiary population earn 
nothing, 5 percent enrn less than $600, 9 percent 
earn between $600 and $1,679, and only about 2 
percent earn $1,680 or more a year. The very few 
beneficiaries able to sustain themselves through 
long-term, full-time employment are probably in 
the process of the trial work perzod and conae- 
quent termination of benefits. 

AT THE END OF 1970, almost one and a half 
million workers were receiving disabled-worker 
benefits under the social security program aver- 
aging about $130 a month. Entitlement to dis- 
ability benefits is based on the existence of a 
mental or physical impairment that is expected 
to last for at least 12 months. In addition, the 
medical condition must be so severe that the 
disabled person can no longer engage in sub- 
stantial, gainful activity (SGA) .I Of the number 
of disablecl workers whose benefits are in current- 
payment status at any given time, l-2 percent 
have their benefits terminated because of medi- 
cal recovery or earnings above the SGA level. A 
recent study has described the characteristics and 
earnings of disabled workers whose benefits were 
terminated for these reasons.2 This article, in 

* Division of Disability Studies, Office of Research and 
Statistics Assistance from the Division of Old-Age, Sur- 
vivors, and Disability Insurance Statistics was provided 
by Warren L Buckler and Robert H Finch. 

’ For administrative purposes, substantial gainful ac- 
tivity is defined as the ability to earn $140 a month or 
$1,680 annually. The SGA level was originally established 
at $100 when the disability insurance program began in 
1958 The level has been increased twice bv 1966 and 
1968 regulations to $125 and $140, respectively, to keep 
abreast of the rising wage levels. 

’ See Jack Schmulowitz, “Recovery and Benefit Ter- 
mination : Program Experience of Disabled-Worker Bene- 
ficiaries,” Social Security Bulletin, June 1973, tables 1 
and 2. 
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contrast, provides a descriptive analysis of earn- 
ings and other data-such as the number of bene- 
ficiaries who work, the amount they earn, and 
their patterns of employment-for all persons 
receiving disabled-lvorker benefits at the begin- 
ning of 1971. 

The data base, the l-Percent Continuous Work 
History Sample, provides the 1970 earnings 
record and other characteristics of the disabled- 
worker beneficiaries. The earnings record is com- 
piled from earnings in covered employment as 
reported to the Social Security Administ,ration. 
The study population includes only disabled- 
worker beneficiaries entitled before 1970, i.e., dur- 
ing 1969 and preceding years. Since the study 
presents earnings data for calendar year 1970, 
work records for persons entitled in 1970 were 
excluded because those records might have re- 
flected preaward as well as postaward earnings. 

EXTENT OF WORK AFTER DISABILITY 

Few disabled workers increase their income 
through earnings. Only 10 percent, about 127,000 
of almost 1.3 million, report any earnings at all. 
More than 7 of every 10 of those working earn 
under $1,680. For those with earnings, the annual 
median is $644; about half earn under $600 a 
year. Ninety percent of the total beneficiary 
population earn nothing (table 1). 

CHARACTERISTICS OF WORKING BENEFICIARIES 

The young beneficiary is more likely to be 
employed than the older beneficiary. Although 
the absolute number of employed disabled-worker 
beneficiaries increases with age because more 
older people are disabled, the proportion of bene- 
ficiaries with earnings decreases with age. Only 
about 9 percent of the more than 1 million 
disabled-worker beneficiaries between ages 45 and 
65 work, compared with 19 percent of the 200,000 

* See the Technical Note at the end of the article. 
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TABLE L-Earnings in 1970 of disabled-worker beneficiaries 
with entitlement before 1970, by amount of earnings and sex 

Amount of earnings 
I I Men 

Total Women 

I I 

Total number _____ _ _______ 1,294,6oil 1 915,200 

Total percent ______________ loo 0 loo 0 

Without earnings - ____ _ ________ 602 89 2 
$1-599 __--__-_--_--_-__--_______ 
600-1,199 --____-----___-_-------- ii ii 
1.2uo-1,679 -____________________ 11 12 
l,@O-2,399 _____-__-_-__--_--_-__ 
2&m-3,599-. _____-_-_-_-_-_- __ _ i ; 
3,600 or more _---_-----------_-_ 6 8 

Median earnings ___________ 67SO 
Sbpercent confidence limits of 

median _____________________ 
I 

$578-754 66%-817 

. 

379,400 

loo 0 

92 7 
42 
16 

7 

i 
1 

$508 

$451686 

beneficiaries under age 45 (table 2). When the 
beneficiary reaches age 65, his disabled-worker 
benefits are converted into retired-worker benefits. 

Seven of every 10 social security disabled- 
worker beneficiaries are men, yet they account 
for 8 of every 10 persons earning additional 
income. Thus, not only are women less likely to 
be receiving disability benefits, but they are also 
less likely to continue working after entitlement. 
Fewer than 1 in 3 of those receiving disabled- 

TABLE 2.-Earnings in 1970 of disabled-worker beneficiaries 
with entitlement before 1970, by age, sex, and race 

Age in 
1970, sex, 

and race 1 

Under 35. __________. 
35-44. -__---------_-. 
45-54 __--_ _-----_-_ *. 
55-64- _ _ _- - - - - - - _ _ _ _. 

Men 
Under 35 _________. 
35-44 _--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. 
45-54 ___-____-_ ___. 
55-64.-- __ _ _ _- - ___. 

Women 

51,bMl 27 2 
106,400 16 1 
241,300 10 1 
515,500 34 

Under 35 __________ 13,400 
35-44.-. _ _ _- -- - __-. 33,700 
45x%.-- _- __ _ _ _ -_ _. 105,300 
55-64.--. _________. 227,OilO 

White men _________ 
Under 35 __________ 
35-44 ____- - _-_---_. 
4654 ____--_-_---_ _ 
65-64.-.. --_-___--_ 

White women.-.... 
Under 35 _________. 
35-44. _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ 
45-64 ____-__-_____ _ 
55-64 _-___ _ _ __ ___ -. 

Black men _________. 
Under 35 __________ 
35-44 ____ _ ______-_. 
45-54 _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
65-64. __ __ _ _ _ - - - _ -. 

Black women ______. 
Under 35. ________. 
35-44-. ___-_-__-_-. 
45-54- _ __ __ _ _ _ - _ - -. 
55-64. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Num he: 

be%& 
ciaries 

l%Z 
347: 1w 
742,&&l 

762,800 
pfx& 

201:300 
436.2CQ 
319,3oil 

11,4O+l 
28,200 

.89,800 
189,900 

137,400 
10,200 
17.900 
37,ooo 
72.300 
5;,= 

1:%Z 
35:6iIa 

- 

. 

e 

-- 

- 

26 2 
14 8 

i5’ 

22 4 
10 7 

Ki 

13 1 
29 4 
14 5 
11 9 
11 1 
10 9 

%i 
12 8 

87 

Percent 
with 

arnings 
OVIX 

$1,630 

26 
21 
17 
20 

ii 
19 
22 

:“7 

:: 

21 

::: 
21 
18 
12 
0 
20 
16 
10 

Median 
earn- 
ings 

8W 
675 
639 
756 

600 
432 
497 
604 

743 
762 
716 
687 
787 

iii 
490 
449 
523 

729 
472 

96percent 
confidence 

‘i2ts 
median 

@3;53;;;4s 

497-738 
576-792 

538-1.176 
519-921 

2E~ 

640-856 
508-1.246 
529-969 
521-934 

iE2 
313-1.089 
196-1.256 
292-615 
397-722 

496855 
424-l ,341 
332-1.368 

“,“,g: 
36g753 

$1 
334-l. 126 
252-814 

1 Excludes en estimated 15,ooO or 16 percent of the total male duabled 
population and an estimated 3,2CNl or 0 8 percent of the total female popnle- 
tion that ore of other races or of unknown origin 

8 Not computed on base of fewer than 1,ooO persons with esrmngs. 
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\Torker benefits are women ; of the beneficiaries 
with earnings, women number less than 1 in 4. 

Women’s earnings average less than men’s. 
Although about 2 in 5 of the employed men earn 
less than $600, 3 in 5 employed women are in 
this category. More than 20 percent of the men 
earn above $1,680, compared with less than 10 
percent of the women. The median amount of 
earnings for men is 40 percent higher than that 
for n-omen, $720 compared with $508. Both men 
and women follow the pattern noted earlier: a 
greater proportion of younger beneficiaries par- 
ticipate in the work force, although the absolute 
number of earners is greater among those over 
age 45. 

Severe disabilities appear to be more prevalent 
among blacks. Just over 11 percent of the work- 
ers insured for disabled-worker benefits in 1970 
n-ere black, but they comprised 15 percent of 
those receiving disabled-worker benefits.4 A 
greater proportion of blacks continue with some 
employment, One in every 8 black beneficiaries 
has earnings, in contrast to less than 1 in 10 
of the whites. 

The median income for white women was al- 
most $250 less than that for white men. The em- 
ployment pattern of black women differs from that 
of white women. Of all Tomen receiving disabled- 
worker benefits, 1 in 9 black women increases her 
income with earnings, in contrast to 1 in 15 white 
women. Nearly a fourth of women beneficiaries I 
working are black, although they represent only 
15 percent of all women with benefits in current- 
payment status. 

EARNINGS AFTER ENTITLEMENT 

When do the few working beneficiaries reenter 
the labor market in relation to the developmental 
cycle of their disability ? Although the time of 
the disability onset is not specified in the study 
data, earnings information is available by year of 
beneficiary entitlement. The date of entitlement 
always begins after a required waiting period- 
currently 5 months but before the 1972 amend- 
ments, 6 months. Entitlement can, however, occur 
at a later time than the beginning stages of the 

‘Jack Schmulowitz, Social Security Benefits and Earn- 
ings of Afinorzty Groups in Covered Employment (Re- 
search and Statistics Note No. 5), Office of Research 
and Statistics, June 1971 



TABLE 3.-Earnin s in 1970 of disabled-Yorker beneficiaries 
with entitlement 3 efore 1970, by year of entitlement 

_ . .-- 

years of entftlemeht and 
number of years after 

entitlement 
Y 

g5 percent 
‘qumi$r Perc;t Medran corrr;me 

o cers$- 
Balm- 

earnings ings Of 
median 

1909 (1 year) ___________________ 243,600 
1961 (2 years).-......--.------- 217,596 
1967 (3 years) __________________ 159,706 
1966 (4 yeme _-------_--_---- ;;a$ 
1966 (5 years) __________________ 
Before 1965 (5 years or more) __ 426:602 it 

disease or infirmity since the medical condition 
may not initially be sufficiently severe for the 
disabled porker to qualify for an award under 
the definition of disability used in the social 
security program. 

Data on annual earnings indicate that more 
people work and earn income the first year after 
entitlement than in subsequent years, About 20 
percent of the almost quarter-million persons 
initially entitled to benefits in 1969 had earnings 
in 19’70 (table 3). For persons entitled before 
1969 the number and proportion of those with 
earnings in 1970 diminishes rapidly. Ten percent 
have earnings during the second year after en- 
titlement; after more than 3 years the proportion 
levels off at about 7 percent. Further research 
is needed to analyze earnings records of bene- 
ficiaries for a series of years in order to determine 
whether this pattern of labor-market participation 
is specific only to 1970 or if it is general. 

The amounts earned by beneficiaries who 
worked in 1970 were generally small and differed 
little with entitlement year or the length of time 
benefits were received. Table 4 shows the median 
earnings by number of quarters worked for dis- 
abled-worker beneficiaries in 19’70. 

TABLE 4 -Earmngs m 1970 of disabled-worker beneficiaries 
with entitlement before 1970, by earnings status and quarters 
of coverage _ -- - 

- . t 

Earpfngs status and 
quarters of coverage 9 

j Total 1 g?;fiag ( tr 

Total number __c___________ 1,294,tDl ---_------ ---- --__------ -- 

Total percent-. ______ _ _____I 100 0 I---.---_---- _ ___-_---_---- 
Without earnings ______________ 90 0 ___ __ _ __ _ _ - __ _ ___ _____-_-- _ _ 
Wrtb earnings 

Less than one quarterr..-...- 
i”o 

$29 $23-34 
One quarter __________________ 356-431 
Two quarters ________________ 
Three quarters _______________ 2 

% 631-922 
1.050-1,523 

Four quarters ________________ 30 ::iE 1,301-l ) 609 

r Represents those who earned less than $56 during the entire year and 
therefore not credited for one quarter of social security coverage (a quarter 
of coverage is a calendar quarter fn whrch a person earns $50 or more in wages). 

Examination of these data indicates that the 
majority of those &h jobs are employed two 
quarters or less, which produces low median 
earnings figures and suggests intermittent, part- 
time work. Relatively few were able to partici- 
pate in continuous employment, Only 3 percent, 
around 36,000 persons, worked all four quarters 
of 1970, Although they earned limited amounts 
(a median of $1,455), other studjes suggest that 
many of the recovered persons whose benefits 
are terminated come from this group. With the 
data available for this study the higher earning 
beneficiaries could not be traced beyond 1970 to 
determine the number who recovered and were 
terminated. 

EARNINGS BEFORE DISABILITY ENTITLEMENT 

Until this point, earnings of persons after 
their entitlement to disabled-worker benefits has 
been the central focus. As has been shown, the 
data indicate that a small proportion of the 
disabled-worker beneficiary population continues 
to work after entitlement, earning small amounts. 
The question arises, however, as to the economic 
position of disabled-worker beneficiaries before 
the onset of their long-term illness. Is there a 
relationship between previous earnings and earn- 
ings after disability! To answer this, the earnings 
data reported in social security records 3 years 
before entitlement are examined in relation to 
1970 earnings. 

At least $1,680 was earned by 3 of every 5 
beneficiaries during the third year before entitle- 
ment, but only 1 in 14 had made more than 
$5,400 (table 5). The median earnings of the total 
disabled-worker population for the third year 
before entitlement-$2,390-was lower than the 
$3,149 median of all workers in covered employ- 
ment in 1963.6 During 1963 about 25 percent of 
the labor force earned more than $5,400;6 only 7 
percent of the disabled-worker beneficiaries did. 

s Of the 1.3 million disabled-worker beneficiaries receiv- 
ing benefits in January 1971, about half had become en- 
titled from the program’s beginning in 1958 through 1966 
The year 1963 was selected as the base year to compare 
median earnings of all workers with beneficiary earnings 
3 years before entitlement. 

a Rureau of the Census, Uonaumer Income, table 32, 
“Type of Income in 1963 for Persons 14 Years Old and 
Over,” Series P-60, No. 43, September 1964. 
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TABLE 5 -Earnings in 1970 of disabled-worker bbneficiaries 
with entitlement before 1970, by earnings in third year before 
entitlement 

Total __-_-__________ _I 1.294.690 1 9 8 ~~~ $578-734 

Without eamings ________ 
$1-599. _ __ _- _ ___ __- -- _ _- _ 

2@&39$ 
iii Ezi 

KKJ-1,679-m ______________ 210:490 597 
1,680-3,699 _--_-_-__-_-_-_ 628 %E 
3,6w5,399 __-_-________-_ 

&Lg 

91:m 
R 

6,400- or more -________-_ 221 iii 
744ic77 

Findings from previous studies’ indicate that 
disabled beneficiaries are disproportionately rep- 
resented in semiskilled and unskilled occupations; 
the proportion with white-collar jobs was half 
that of the work force as a whole. 

Fifteen percent of the disabled-worker bene- 
ficiaries at the end of 1970 had no recorded 
earnings 3 years before entitlement. A worker 
may acquire fully insured status and thus qtialify 
for disability benefits by working in covered em- 
ployment 20 of the 40 quarters before the onset 
of disability. The data in t,his report, however, 
are not able to explain why almost 1 beneficiary 
in 6 had no earnings in the third year before 
entitlement. 

Labor-force participation 3 years before en- 
titlement, generally does not predict work after 
disability. Some of the beneficiary groups with 
no earnings 3 years before entitlement had re- 
ported earnings in 1970. One i? 5 of the small 
group of beneficiaries who had previously earned 
more than $5,400 worked after entitlement. Only 
1 in 10 of those who earned less than that a.mount 
before their disability were employed after 
entitlement. 

It is probable that persons who earned more 
t,han $5,400 were better educated, more skilled, 
and may have had greater employment, oppor- 
tunities available to them. Disabled-worker bene- 
ficiaries who participate in State rehabilitation 
programsa tend to have higher predisability earn- 
ings and are younger than the average social secu- 
rity disabled-worker beneficiary. 

‘For further discussion, see Lawrence D Haber, “The 
Disabled Beneficiary-A Comparison of Factors Related 
to Benefit Entitlement, ” Social BecurltQ Sume@ of the 
Disabled, 1966 (Report No. 7), June 1969 

’ Ralph Treitel, “Recovery of Disabled After Trust 
Fund Financing of Rehabilitation,” +5’ocZat b’ecurity But- 
let&, February 1973. 

On the basis of these data, the relationship 
between predisability and postdisabi$y earnings 
is inconclusive. Postdisability earnings did not 
vary consistently with different leveis of prbdis- 
ability earnings. Therefore, the level of enthings 
before long-term illness does not determine the 
amount of earnings as a disabled p&on. The 
earnings experience of all beneficiaries after dis- 
ablement, howevep, is remarkably coGstent. 
Regardless of earnings 3 years before kntitlement, 
median earnings for beneficiaries working a year 
or more after entitlement did not, vary greatly. 
Earnings in 1970 showed an average loss of al- 
most ‘75 percent from the predisability levels for 
those few who continued to work. Reports from 
the 1966 social security survey of the disabled 
note that low median earnings gained from part- 
time or intermittent work is the general pattern 
of hll the severely disabled within the United 
States. 

TYPES OF INCOME 

Do some kirids of work activity produce greatek 
returns for earning beneficiaries? Are the pro- 
ceeds from self-employment, for exafnple, greater 
than wages? What is the most remunerative type 
bf work1 What is the dominant mode of employ- 
ment ? 

When beneficiaries wofk, they e are mainly 
wage earners, as are most workers. More than 85 
percent of the 1970 beneficiaries with earnings 
worked for wages only, compared with 93 percent 
of all covered workers. The proportion of wage 
earners among women was even greater-more 
than 95 percent. Types of work activit,y have 
trdditionally been tinare diversified for men, how- 
ever. More thah 15 percent farm&d, were self- 
employed, or combined wages with farming or 
self -employment. 

Outstanding are the economic returns from 
self-employment and from the combination of 
wages and self-employment (table 6). For the 
working beneficiary the median earnings for these 
two categories are 34 times that of n-ages alone. 
Previous studiesg ihdicate that disabled men are 

o See Lawrence D Haber, op cit., page 9, and Constan- 
tina Safilios Rothschild, TAe SocioZo~y and Sodal Psy- 
chology of Disability tend Rtkabil~tation, Random House, 
1970, page 197. 
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TABLE 6.-Earnings in 1970 of disabled-worker beneficiaries 
with entitlement before 1970, by type of earnings 

I Working 
beneficiaries I 1 

Median 95percent 

Per- eam- confidence 

Number ‘;;t$e 
ings ‘hnJ$a,“,’ 

butlon 

Type of earnings 

Total. _________________ 126,700 

Nonfarm-......--...-------- 
All self-employment _________ 
Fal.IL... -_ _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - 
Nonfarxn and all self-em- 

ployment __________________ 
Nonfarm and farm __________ 

Men _____________ ______ 98,900 100 0 __________ ______________ 
Nonfarm.----------.-------- 1 84 0 585 537-683 
All self-employment _________ 

;;,g 

Farm _____ ___ __ _ __ _ __ _ _______ 
Nonfarm and all self-em- 

3:600 10 36 1 I.468 700 1,141-l 434-1,026 ( 664 

ployment ________-_______-_ 1,000 2,400 Nonfarm and farm- _________ 1, 1,200 :i 750 ~3gp& 

Women. ________________ 27,800 100 0 _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ _ ____ Nonfarm-.-.-...-...-------- 26,700 96 0 491 4i3156~- 

All self-employment ____ _____ 800 29 1) 
Farm ______ _ __ _ ______________ 100 3 
Nonfarm and all self-em- 

I:‘, I 9 

ployment __________________ 200 7 PI (9 

1 Represents more than $5,460 
2 Not computed on base of fewer than 1,000 persons wth earnxngs 

more likely to shift to or continue in self-em- 
ployment and farming after disablement than 
to continue in or begin other types of work. 
Farming and self-employment offer more flexi- 
bilitv in time and working conditions and greater 
adaptability to the spe&l needs of 
capped. 

the uhandi- 

c, 

SGA LEVEL AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The 1972 and 1973 social security amendments 
raised the earnings test for retired workers to 
$1’15 a month effective January 1973 and to $200 
effective January 1974. Currently, consideration 
is being given to the adequacy of the %ubstan- 
tial gainful activity” level now set at $140 a 
month for disabled-worker beneficiaries. Projec- 
tions from this study suggest that increasing 
the level to $200 a month would have a relatively 
small effect on the number of disabled-marker 
beneficiaries in current-payment status. At most, 
about 10,000 persons would continue receiving 
benefits if they could earn above $1,680 but below 
$2,400 a year. Less than 1 percent of the total 
disabled-worker population earn in that range, 
and just over 1 percent earn above the $2,400 
level. 

Although some distinguishing characteristics 
of the earning disabled-worker beneficiary emerge 
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from this study, further research is needed to 
trace other patterns. Exploration might furnish 
more information on the relationship between 
specific diseases and work attempts, the major 
occupations providing part- and full-time work, 
the significant factors encouraging labor-force 
participation, the contribution of beneficiary 
earnings to adequacy of income, the relationship 
between amount of earnings during the trial 
work period and terminations, and the effect of 
work adjustments after disability on occupational 
mobility. Data from future studies may be able 
to describe more fully the severely disabled per- 
son who is still working. 

Technical Note 

The Social Security Administration’s l-percent 
Continuous Work History Sample is derived 
from the reporting and informational forms and 
records used in administering the old-age, survi- 
vors, disability, and health insurance program. 
Data on age, sex, and race are obtained from the 
employee’s application for a social security num- 
ber ; data on geographic area are obtained from 
the employer’s application for an identification 
number and related employer reports. Data on 
amount of earnings and length and type of em- 
ployment are derived from the report forms sub- 
mitted by employers and self-employed persons. 
The sample design is a stratified cluster proba- 
bility sample of the population of possible ac- 
count numbers.* 

Estimates based on samples can be expected to 
differ from figures that would have been obtained 
had all, rather than a sample, of the records 
been used for the compilations. The standard 
error is a measure of sampling variability. The 
chances are about 68 out of 100 that the difference 
due to sampling variability between a sample 
estimate and the figure that would have been 
obtained from a compilation of all records is less 
than the standard error. The chances are 95 out 
of 100 that the difference is less than twice the 
standard error. The standard error of an esti- 

*For a more detailed discussion of the sample design 
and size, sampling variability, and sources of nonsam- 
pling variability, see Earnings Distribution of the United 
States, 1968, Appendix B, Office of Research and Statis- 
tics, 1973. 
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mate depends on the sample design elements such 
as the method of sampling, the ‘sample size, and 
on the estimation process. 

The reliability of an estimated percentage de- 
pends on both the size of the percentage and on 
the size of the total base population. Table I 
shows the approximate standard errors for per- 
centages of persons with a given characteristic. 
The standard errors in the body of the table are 
expressed in percentage points. Standard erron 
for percentages and bases not shown in the table 
can be obtained by linear interpolation. 

TABLE I.-Approximation of standard errors of estimated 
percentages 

Estimated percentages 

Size of base - 

2,500.. ___------ 
6,000 ___________ 
7,500... __-__--- 
10,owJ .______-_- 
25,CKKL.. .______ 
M),NO.-. _______ 
75,000. ___-_-_-- 
100,000 _________ 
250,000 ___-__--- 
MMl,ooo ___-__--- 
750.000 ______--_ 
l,C00,00. ______ 

Notes and Brief Reports 
Benefits for Grandchildren and Certain 
Blind Persons Under 1972 
Amendments* 

The 1972 amendments to the Social Security 
Act made entitlement to child’s benefits under 
the old-age, survivors, disability, and health 
insurance program possible for the dependent 
grandchildren of insured workers in certain 
circumstances. The amendments also modified the 
disability insured-status requirement for blind 
pers0ns.l Both provisions became effective Jan- 
uary 19’73. Information on the early experience 
under these amendments has been compiled from 
the master beneficiary record of the Social Secu- 
rity Administration. 

DEPENDENT GRANDCHILDREN 

Beginning January 1973, children may become 
entitled to benefits on the basis of the earnings 
records of their grandparents, if the child’s par- 
ents are either deceased or disabled and the child 

* Prepared by Barbara A. Lingg, Division of OASDI 
Statistics. 

‘See Robert M. Ball, “Social Security Amendments of 
1972 : Summary and Legislative History,” SomaZ Security 
Bulletin, March 1973. 

Entitled on grandparents’ rec- 
ord,total.-.------.------------- 137 

Retirement---.-.-..----------------- 
Disabihty ____________________________ 
Death....--.--......----------------- 

g 

All entitled children, total ________ 4.689.620 

Retwement __________________________ 620,800 
Dlsabfllty ____________________________ 1,162,469 
Death-..--...-.-...-----------------. 2,906,451 

$164 39 $80 10 

153 37 67 58 
171 32 62 68 
172 93 113 63 

187 31 89 88 

176 41 61 40 
194.23 50 33 
186 87 111 78 
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was living with the grandparent and was de- 
pendent on the grandparent for at least one- 
half his support for the year before the grand- 
parent became entitled to benefits or died. 

Relatively few persons have qualified for bene- 
fits under this provision so far. At the end of 
December 1973, only 13’7 children were entitled 
to benefits on the basis of their grandparents’ 
earnings record (table 1). 

Many more children who would be eligible for 
benefits as the grandchildren of entitled workers 
may not have filed for such benefits because they 
were not aware of the new provision in the lam. 
The Social Security Administration is unable to 
identify potential grandchildren beneficiaries for 
those grandparents who were on the rolls when 
the provision became effective. (Currently, when 
applicants file for benefits they are asked if they 

TABLE l.-Benefits in current-payment status for all children 
and for those entitled to benefits on the earnings records of 
grandparents, end of 1973 

Basis of 
entitlement 

Number 
of childrer 

Average 
insurance monthly 

amount amount 

I 


